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Factor Affecting Estimation Accuracy 

How to make an 
estimator robust? 

Noise 

Impulsive noise 

https://hepex.irstea.fr/existing-

continental-hydrological-models/ 

Model uncertanty 

Estimator Data Estimate 

Initial values 

Temporary uncertanties 

Environmental and industrial effects 

https://www.google.com.mx/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwidhvCRvb_bAhURH6wKHZPlAdUQjRx6BAgBEAU&url=https%3A%2F%2Fthelanguagepoint.com%2Fenglish_discussions%2Fshow%2F0%2F26105%2FDo_speakers_of_different_languages_hear_music_differently%252521&psig=AOvVaw04z4tsju_fz_K2yu9uVitT&ust=1528389564010014
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Colored Noise in Electronic Systems 



State-Space Model with Colored Measurement Noise 
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We will view the problem with the CMN as the triplet Markov model 

(TMM):                       

where                    is the state vector, 

                              is the observation vector 

                              is the Markov noise 

Error vectors,                                     and                                   , are zero 

mean white Gaussian and uncorrelated with known covariances.  

All matrices are supposed to be known and time-varying. 

Matrix                         is selected such that noise       becomes 

stationary.     
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Two approaches are known to derive an 

estimator for CMN 

 Augmented state 

 Measurement differencing         
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Important Observations: 



Augmented State Approach 
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Separate TMM into the augmented state and regular observation 

equations 

and rewrite as 

where          and         have the covariances 

Remark: The KF can be applied straightforwardly, but becomes ill-

conditioned because of                        .  



Measurement Differencing 
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To avoid colored noise, consider a new observation 

take           and            from the TMM, and obtain   

where                                     ,                                          ,  

New observation 

Remark: Because        correlates    .   , two different KF algorithms can be 

derived, but only one unique UFIR algorithm. 



Optimal KF Algorithm 
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1. Define the prior state estimate as                             and find the prior 

error covariance:                    

2. Define the measurement residual as            

and find the innovation covariance                            as     
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3. Write the KF recursive estimate as            

Remark: The optimal bias correction gain        can now be found in two 

ways: 

1. Derive a new Kalman gain for correlated noise sources. 

2. De-correlate the noise sources and apply the standard Kalman gain.          



KF for Correlated Noise Sources 
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1. Define the estimation error as                              and write     

2. Observe that                                 are mutually uncorrelated and find 

the error covariance                           as 
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3. Find the optimal bias correction gain by minimizing the trace of        , 

which is equal to the MSE, as   

4. Using the optimal gain derived, transform the error covariance to 

5. Modify the KF algorithm as shown below with a pseudo code. 



Pseudo Code of the KF for Correlated Noise Sources 
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Remark: By y = 0, the algorithm becomes the standard KF 



KF for De-correlated Noise Sources 
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1. Use the Bar-Shalom’s trick and represent the state equation as  

where 

and noise                                               has the covariance               
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2. Find matrix         to make                   uncorrelated by considering  

                       as                                

that yields           

3. By the transformations, obtain                        

4. Apply the standard KF algorithm               



Pseudo Code of the KF for De-Correlated Noise Sources 
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Remark: By y = 0, the algorithm becomes the standard KF 
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Poor robustness 

High robustness 

Y. S. Shmaliy, S. Zhao, C. K. Ahn, Unbiased FIR filtering: an iterative alternative to Kalman filtering ignoring noise and initial conditions, IEEE Control Systems Mag., 37, 5, 70-89, 2017.  

Remark: KF requires all information about mode, noise, and initial values and has 

thus poor robustness. Better robustness provides the UFIR filter. 

Remark: KF requires all information about mode, noise, and initial values and has 

thus poor robustness. Better robustness provides the UFIR filter. 



Unique UFIR Filtering Algorithm 
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Unlike the KF, the UFIR filter can be applied universally on [m,n] for 

correlated and de-corelated noise sources  

Y. S. Shmaliy, Linear optimal FIR estimation of discrete time-invariant state-space models, IEEE Trans. Signal Process., 58, 6, 3086-3096, 2010.  

Remark: No information about 

noise and initial values is 

required. 



Numerical Example of Tracking 
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Consider the two-state and three state tracking problems with 

Two-state: 

Three-state: 
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2-States: Performance under the ideal conditions of p = q =1 
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2-States: Performance under the real-world conditions of p ≠ q ≠ 1 
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3-States: Performance under the ideal conditions of p = q =1 
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3-States: Performance under the real-world conditions of p ≠ q ≠ 1 



Visual Target Tracking 
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Consider the Car4 benchmark of the visual target tracking 

Measurement noise in tracking is colored. But not much information is 

available. Then set                     that corresponds to 20 frames/sec,  

                            ,                  , and find                .   
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Filtering with the standard KF and UFIR filter 
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Filtering with the KF and UFIR filter modified for CMN 



Resume 
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1. Kalman filter: 
1. For CMN, the modified KF algorithm is general. 

2. All three KF algorithms modified for augmented vectors, corelated 

noise, and de-corelated noise produced identical estimates and 

are thus equivalent. 

3. No “illness” was observed for the augmented vectors.  

4. The proof of identities of the KF algorithms for correlated and de-

correlated noise sources is still challenging. 

1. UFIR filter: 
1. For CMN, the modified UFIR algorithm has appeared to be ill-

conditioned by the augmented matrices and unique for correlated 

and de-correlated noise sources. 

2. The UFIR filter has demonstrated better performance (higher 

robustness) than the KF algorithms both in simulations and 

experimentally. 



Some Other Applications 
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Temperature State Tracking 
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Saverio De Vito (saverio.devito@enea.it), ENEA - National Agency for New Technologies, Energy and Sustainable Economic Development. 

 
Y. S. Shmaliy, F. Lehmann, S. Zhao, C. K. Ahn, Comparing robustness of the Kalman, Hinf, and UFIR filters, IEEE Trans. Signal Process., 66, 13, 3447-3458, 2018.  



Pose Estimation of Mobile Robots 

30 D. Heb, C. Rohrig, Pose estimation of mobile robots with quantized measurements using EFIR filtering: Experimental comparison with the EKF, 

Proc. 50th Int. Symp. on Robotics (ISR 2018), Munich, Germany, June 2018. 

RFID tags environment 



Accuracy Improvement of a Multi-MEMS Inertial 

Measurement Unit by Using an Iterative UFIR Filter  

31 R. Rasoulzadeh, A. M. Shahri, Accuracy Improvement of a Multi-MEMS Inertial Measurement Unit by Using an Iterative UFIR Filter with the EKF, 

Proc. 2017 European Navigation Conf, (ENC), Lausanne, Switzerland, May 9-12, 2017, pp. 279-286. 

Note that optimal filtering was not 

applied here in view of unknown 

noise. 



Trajectory Prediction of Space Robot for Capturing 

Non-cooperative Target 
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It is stated experimentally that the EFIR filter 

is more robust than the EKF and can predict 

trajectory fast and accurately. 
D. Han, P. Huang, Trajectory prediction of space robot for capturing non-cooperative target,  

Proc. 18th Int. Conf. on Advanced Robotics (ACAR), Hong Kong, China, July 2017, pp. 328-333. 



Conclusions: 

 Under the CMN, the modified KF and UFIR 
algorithms produce better estimates than the 
standard algorithms. 

 For CMN, all three modified KF algorithms are 
equivalent. The UFIR algorithm is ill-conditioned by 
the augmented matrices and has a unique form for 
correlated and de-correlated noise sources. 

 Modified for CMN, the UFIR algorithm demonstrates 
better performance (higher robustness) than the KF. 
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